




Environemt Representation Method Suitable for 
Real-time Action Ac司uisitionof Autonomous Mobile Robot 
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Abstract We have focused on and proposed an action acquisition method of an autonomous 
mobile robot. This method is based on the real-time search， and it adopts the 
anytime sensing， which treats the trade-offbetween the search time and the quality 
of the search result. To treat this trade-off， the environmental information utilised 
in the action search changes over the search time in this method. Considering the 
search process， the environmental information used in the action search influences 
the search result. Th巴refore，it is important to consider how to represent the 
environmental information. According to this reason， we propose an environment 
representation method suitable for an autonomous mobile robot to acquire an 






















































































































































































る. (Search Time Desicion Module) 
3.現ステップの探索時間の間，ロボットが次に取るべ
き行動を仮想、環境を基に探索する.仮想、環境は，探





































































Evαl叩 tion=αG+ (1ー α). V (1) 
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